The world as I see it
Our group depicted the world which is fear free for children where they can go to their schools fearlessly and happily.
I see environmental-friendly world where no one cuts the trees but everyone loves and cares them.

Zeenat Siyal (XII)
Our group depicted the world where we see no Drugs. We can save a human life by eradicating drugs from the world and by helping addicted people giving up drugs.

Ambreen, Joti, Mehak, Manisha (Class XI)
I see my world book lovers! In my world, people trust books more than internet.

Iqra Ahsan (Class XII)
Fatal Weapons fade the beauty of the world! We see the world where we see no place for these fatal weapons.
Stop Judging each other's religion.

Dear World, please stop killing each other.
We see the world which has no religious intolerance. People do not judge and kill each other on the basis of religious differences because no any religion teaches us to kill or hurt others. Next, we want to see it a safer place for our future. Sadly, The World is turning grey and empty without peace. Our world has no racial and religious discrimination. All are standing united and making world beautiful and happy place to live.

Fehmida Farman, Fatima Aleem Maheen Rajput, Sidra sheikh, Uzma umer, Yusra Memon (Class XI)
Air pollution is causing a serious damage to the ozone layer. In my world, it is Unhurt!
We depicted a world where there is no discrimination between boys and girls. We all should be treated equally that’s how world can be a safer place for girls.
My world values human life! It has no killing of people. It is above all interests!

Alsa Khan (Class XII)
We depicted a world where nobody is chained. Everyone is free to live.